Opening Montage
Folk Art by Derek Heard titled Can I Vote By Mail? Bright Sun with thought bubble:
“Can I vote by mail?” Red mailbox with smile. Hand putting envelope labeled “vote”
into the mailbox. Mailbox with speech bubble: “Yes! Georgia Voter can vote absentee
by mail!”

Colorful Art by Derek Heard titled Accessible Ride with Rev Up logo on left hand side.
Drawing split in half, the half “rural” shows houses while the “city” shows buildings.
Brown Skin woman pushing another brown skin woman in a wheelchair with paper in
hand that says vote. Two males are on the other side waiving a flag and holding a
paper that says vote. “Accessible ride to vote! No matter where I live!”

Photo - Person holding a sign out the car window with “Vote” written in black on
white board

Folk Art by Derek Heard titled Early Bird. Black Man sitting on the back of a white
bird with a paper in his hand that says vote. Vote, be an early bird is written on the
photo in black writing.

Drawing by Derek Heard titled “Voting By Mail,” shows an individual filling out a
ballot and saying “Can you help me with my ballot?” and their mom next to them says
“Yes I can help you!” A sign says “sign oath” next to the mom and another sign says
“people who can’t help with ballot” with pictures of people with the titles boss,
union agent, and candidate underneath. The drawing has the REV UP logo on the left.

Image - VOTE written in chalk on chalkboard checkmark in box

Folk art by Derek Heard of a Black man running wearing a hat and carrying a briefcase
with a clock floating above him. Last day to register to vote with the date of 12/7/20
is written in black

Colorful, very expressive folk art by Derek Heard titled Nothing About Us Without Us.
Five advocate all holding signs. From left to right. Brown woman in blue dress with
red dots using a wheelchair holding sign Nothing About Us Without Us with a thought
bubble. “My Future” Brown boy with green hat to match his shorts holding two signs:

My life matters and Vote. Old black man with fedora hat holding sign My Vote Counts
and thought bubble “My Dream My Dream”. Young boy holding a sign with Vote and
helping an older, loud advocate hold a sign with Nothing About Us Without Us. This
last advocate is a black person with bright purple vest, white collar and thought
bubble: “My Voice”

Aerial photo of Voting Machines

Folk art by Derek Heard. Top left is a yellow light bulb, next to it reads ballotpedia in
black blue and green writing and a paper plane is to the right. There is pink brain
with a blue-green graduation cap in the middle of the page, with the name of all
senate candidates surrounding it. At the bottom in black writing is the word VOTE
with a question mark.

A colorful drawing by Derek Heard with REV UP logo titled Talk to Three Friends. One
person of color pointing to sign “Talk to 3 friends about voting! Three Cool friends
talking one of color with back jacket and hat, one with back hair black and grey
t-shirt and one white with round glasses white coat holding pad and pen all at school.

Photo - White person with white shirt and sports jacket holding sign: VOTE with star
underneath

A colorful drawing by Derek Heard of black person laying on stomach in front of a
computer with a thought bubble “Vote how?” Computer speech bubble: register to
vote sos.ga.gov vote.org

Drawing by Derek Heard. Do I need an ID to vote? Large hand holding Identity Card
Person of color holds a wand with speech bubble: “Yes! A GA Address and GA ID or a
social security number

Photo - white hand holding sign - Take Responsibility - Vote

A colorful drawing by Derek Heard of the four U.S. Senate candidates each in suits or
business clothes and standing on a stage in front of four podiums with mics against a

blue background with a white stripe and red stars. They are all smiling and waving or
gesturing and above each of them is a banner with their image and their names: Jon
Ossoff, David Perdue, Raphael Warnock, and Kelly Loeffler

A young person is driving a bright orange truck, and in the back of the truck someone
is holding a map with question marks surrounding them and a speech bubble saying
“where do I need to go vote?.” They’re driving on a road through grassy hills and a
sign on the road says “Goergia’s My Voter Page” with a round VOTE sign and a hand
pointing to the words “go vote.”

Photo American Flags American Flag pin - I voted

Drawing by Derek Heard titled “Voting By Mail,” shows an individual filling out a
ballot and saying “Can you help me with my ballot?” and their mom next to them says
“Yes I can help you!” A sign says “sign oath” next to the mom and another sign says
“people who can’t help with ballot” with pictures of people with the titles boss,
union agent, and candidate underneath. The drawing has the REV UP logo on the left.

Candidate Raphel Warnock an African American man with a bald head, a salt and pepper
goatee and rimless square glasses in a navy blue shirt sits in front of a white bookshelf filled
with books and trinkets with a navy blue campaign sign with orange lettering that reads REV up
the vote in the lower left corner.
Candidate Jon Ossoff, a white man with short dark brown wavy hair wearing a blue surgical
mask and a light blue shirt, is outside a tan brick building with an accessible parking sign
immediately behind him. Towards the end of the video he makes the ASL sign thank you by
touching his four fingers to his chin and then moving them away from himself.
Candidate Kelly Loeffler a white woman with long blond hair wearing a blue flowered mask and
a red gingham shirt is standing in front of a white campaign poster that reads

